The Next Wave: Innovation and disruption in Digital Health

13.30 - 15.45

Introduction from the chair: Jon Hoeksma, Digital Health (5 mins)

AI and speech technologies, taking health to the tipping point
David Suendermann-Oeft, Chief Scientist, Dictate IT (15 mins including questions)

Next generation EPR
Jonathan Bloor, Medical Director, System C Healthcare (15 mins including questions)

Why the next generation EPR will be open
Neill McAnaspie, Solutions Director, IMS MAXIMS and Jim Adam, Partnerships and Alliances Business Development Manager, IBM (15 mins including questions)

Panel Discussion and audience Q&A

Coffee break – 15 mins

What next in business collaboration tools applied to health
Chris Gibbons, Accenture (15 mins including questions)

Building critical mass in clinical messaging
Onno Baker and Joost Bruggeman co-founder Siilo (15 mins including questions)

Secure compliant mobile messaging
James Flint and Neville Dastur, co-founders Hospify (15 mins including questions)

Rise of the chatbot in health
Niall Rafferty, CEO, Medxnote (15 mins including questions)

Panel Discussion and audience Q&A

Close